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but after nearly three years of using a pixel, id like something that has more hardware extras, and the galaxy s22 ultra comes closest. the pixel has got better each year and has stayed ahead of the curve, and it still has the best single-screen app switcher on phones as well as good multitasking features, an excellent camera, a well-performing software
experience, good and long battery life, and fast app-opening speeds. the s22 is better in most of the same ways, has better camera performance, has better audio/headphone volume controls, and makes the pixel feel like a slower processor with a newer version of android on it. but the pixel 6 pro is a full step ahead of the s22 ultra in most areas, and you can
have it all for $1,000. the fingerprint scanner on the back is far and away the best ive ever used, the phone feels better in my hand, and the stereo speakers are better. the snapdragon 855 plus chipset really helps with performance and enables the not-so-amazing camera. the 6 pro also has that best software experience, more memory and faster battery life,
and smooth app-opening speeds. i think the 6 pro is worth the price and the trade-offs. im not considering a phone with the s22 ultra until google starts bundling a pixel in that price, and even then i think a lot of people will prefer the s22 ultra. as far as front-facing earphone performance, i think google and huawei nailed it. i get more than enough volume for
calls in noisy locations, and the noise cancellation features perform admirably. i get into the earbuds, press them into the ear canal, and it works so well it's almost too well, but you dont have to do anything. i also tested other earphones, including beats solo 2, and they sounded like garbage compared to the pixel 6 pro. the team over at google has done a

great job of avoiding compromise with the pixel 6 pros audio performance, and it shows.
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besides the mandatory bloatware and performance- and security-sapping pre-installed browser, the minimal android 11 base includes google play services, google play music, google play books, google maps, google photos, and the like. there are no ads or pre-installed apps at all, and the stock apps can be removed easily through a simple twrp
flash. unlike the iphone xr, the galaxy note 9 pro 5g actually has a headphone jack. in fact, it's included in the box, so you can use it with wired headphones. i will say that the note 9 pro 5g does not include all of the wired headphones that come with the note 9. as an android user, i feel like i need to point this out, but the included ones are well-
made and even have a microphone. i am far more concerned about the s-pen though, which has a couple of problems. first off, it's small, even by the standards of modern s-pens. that is a good thing, as it allows you to reach into the air and grab things, but it makes it difficult to use while typing. secondly, the stylus is about as responsive as a

3-year-old baby's fingers. it is also incapable of picking up pressure, making the s-pen perfect for drawing and not much else. the s-pen is so bad, in fact, that you would be hard-pressed to find a s-pen which is actually accurate for use as an input device. the note 9 pro 5g includes a 3,040mah battery and supports fast charging over usb-c.
battery life is better than the iphone, but nowhere near the level of the note 9. google also doesnt talk about its own devices much, which is fine, but the pixel 6 pro has a $950 price tag, which is insane given what it actually is. this is a $400 phone with one of the best batteries available on any android device. it has a good $700 camera that i

think is the best of any smartphone ive tested. it has excellent build quality and an absolutely beautiful display. its also a fairly modern phone in most respects: it supports android p, and the latest version of android is fast. compared to any other phone released in the last half-decade, the pixel 6 pro has it all. yet it costs almost twice as much as
anything else. 5ec8ef588b
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